Effects of Automated Interventions in Programming Assignments: Evidence from a Field Experiment
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ABSTRACT
A typical problem in MOOCs is the missing opportunity for course conductors to individually support students in overcoming their problems and misconceptions. This paper presents the results of automatically intervening on struggling students during programming exercises and offering peer feedback and tailored bonus exercises. To improve learning success, we do not want to abolish instructionally desired trial and error but reduce extensive struggle and demotivation. Therefore, we developed adaptive automatic just-in-time interventions to encourage students to ask for help if they require considerably more than average working time to solve an exercise. Additionally, we offered students bonus exercises tailored for their individual weaknesses. The approach was evaluated within a live course with over 5,000 active students via a survey and metrics gathered alongside. Results show that we can increase the call outs for help by up to 66% and lower the dwelling time until issuing action. Learnings from the experiments can further be used to pinpoint course material to be improved and tailor content to be audience specific.
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INTRODUCTION
Major differences when comparing MOOCs with in-class courses are the amount of students enrolled in MOOCs and the absence of direct personal communication. Both differences make it difficult for instructors to support struggling students. Individual feedback requires far too much time, not available to course conductors. A suitable alternative might be peer assessments, but they usually require considerable effort to set up as well as a large amount of the students' time and can therefore only be applied once within a typical course runtime [18].

Courses aiming to convey basic programming skills need a highly structured course corpus with hierarchical dependencies. This is usually given with a carefully designed flow of units, starting at a very limited basis of given basics, such as being able to enter code into an editor in a structured manner, being encouraged to try things out and being capable of re-setting the environment to start anew. From that on, all concepts to be conveyed have to be taught step by step, at best with constant exercises for application. If a problem or misconception arises, appropriate feedback, if possible on an individual basis, should be supplied to help students achieve their goals.

In-class education allows teachers to glance over the shoulder of their students to notice potential struggle, assess the current situation and give direct feedback. Within online courses, this glance over the shoulder is not possible on large scale, therefore requiring an automated and scaling solution to detect struggling students and supply them with helpful feedback and additional training options. In this study, we are testing three types of just-in-time interventions: (1) an encouragement to request feedback, (2) an encouragement to take a study break, and (3) the provision of bonus exercises. With our experiments, we aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1. Does encouragement to request feedback or take a study break affect student behavior?

RQ2. Do any of our just-in-time interventions affect course scores or dropout rates?

RQ3. Do students value tailored or untailored bonus exercises?

RELATED WORK
This paper contributes to the research area of dropout prevention and interventions in MOOCs. We further recommend tailored exercises to students and are therefore researching in the area of recommender systems, student knowledge modeling and computer adaptive testing in the context of e-learning and MOOCs in specific.
Dropout Prediction

Dropouts are students who stop participating in the MOOC they enrolled in. Usually researchers take the last event, such as logging in, of a student as the date of a dropout [24, 30]. MOOCs in general show the same phenomenon: roughly between 70 and 90 percent of all enrolled students do not finish the courses [21]. Students take courses because of different reasons such as general interest, job relevance, the wish of earning a certificate or others [15]. In general it is difficult to find the exact reason why a student dropped out from a course, e.g. time constraints or lost interest, since the response rate of such surveys is generally low, between 12.5% [14] and 1% [28]. A general lack of time is the most common factor, as Kizilcec and Halawa stated in [14], with a share of 84% of participants mentioning that reason. Other reasons could be that the students had problems in the practical exercises, or felt bored [21]. In this paper we particularly aim at students who are interested in finishing the course but felt overwhelmed with the exercises. In order to detect dropouts, supervised learning techniques like support vector machines, hidden markov models or logistic regressions have been used [8, 10, 17, 24]. The exact features used to classify dropouts vary between the approaches but mostly consists of a mix of clickstream data, grades, social network analysis [30] and biographical information. While the classifiers are considerably accurate (85% to 91% within the same course [28]) the cited work often lacks suggestions on how to prevent students from dropping-out.

We want to address this issue by intervening on students who struggle with our exercises. As suggested by Taylor et al. [24], we focused on features which relate students to other students (see Section 3.1.2) feature. The work of Carini et al. [5] and Yang et al. [29] supports the claim that course-related discussions of students can have a positive influence on student learning results. As students can not be approached individually and directly, Chaturvedi et al. [7] and Chandrasekaran et al. [6] propose to use a machine learning approach to detect threads in forums which need to be addressed by the instructors. Agrawal et al. [1] also try to reduce the work for instructors by identifying confusion in forum threads and automatically suggesting a ranked list of suggested one-minute-resolution videos. However, this type of intervention also requires students to ask questions in the forums. Since students do not always reach out for help, being it because they do not realize that they need help [2] or because they are too shy, instructors can not help them directly in most cases. Especially weaker students hesitate to reach out for help in forums according to Onah et al. [21], who also mention that there is a lack of research on instructor-less, personal interventions within MOOCs. Therefore, researcher try to automatically detect students who are at risk of dropping out and intervene on them in order to motivate them. Whitehill et al. [28] used their dropout predictions to survey stopped out students for feedback about why these students left the course. They noticed that the surveys motivated students to come back sooner than those students who received no survey. Mailing specific subgroups of a course with targeted content may also increase the effect of an intervention [26, 22, 16].

These works show that small interventions, like sending emails to students, can have positive impact on student behavior. Oftentimes, the effect of interventions might however also be non-existent, or at least not verifiable, as shown in a review by Kizilcec and Brooks [11]. This is especially likely if the interventions are either not suitable or far too late to help students who struggle with exercises and thus face demotivation. When a rather generic intervention reaches the students days later, which does not help them with the actual problem they were facing, it is unlikely that they will come back. Pre-emptive interventions, such as plan making interventions [31], affirmation interventions [13] and self-regulation interventions [12] are suited to prevent undesired behavior before negative consequences come to effect. While these interventions are administered at the start of a course, in this study we focus on just-in-time interventions in the context of programming assignments. Specifically, students who are flagged as struggling while working on a programming problem receive an encouragement to either submit a Request for Comments (RFC) or take a study break.

Recommender Systems

Recommender systems are often used to improve the learning experience of students in MOOCs. Bauman et al. [4] identified knowledge gaps in student knowledge and proposed an algorithm to recommend remedial learning material they crawled from the Internet. To predict the topics for which students have knowledge gaps they use the number of points a student received on a quiz and derive a score for each topic associated with the quiz.

Our approach shares many concepts with the aforementioned. In order to determine deficits in content understanding, we also rely on annotation of learning material and quizzes (in our case, programming exercises). In contrast to quizzes, programming exercises in introductory MOOCs are often pursued until a full score is achieved as they can be reattempted as many times as students wish. Therefore we added the metric how long students needed to complete the exercise compared to other students.

Recommender systems have also been used to recommend learning items such as websites, articles, books or exercises in [20, 23]. Particular interesting for our work is the research from Michlif et al. [20], as they dealt with recommending exercises to students in an e-learning context. They annotated the learning objects with concepts and created a vector-space model to map the knowledge of the students. After a student solved an exercise, she was asked to provide feedback which is then used to calculate the knowledge model using computer adaptive testing (CAT). From their work we adapted the idea of concept tagging and creating a vector-space knowledge model. Since their feedback system relied on user feedback and not automated tests, we developed a new knowledge model suited for our specific use case and the increased user base within a MOOC.
We issue just-in-time interventions to students when we think they are struggling with an exercise. The purpose of these interventions is to interrupt the student and motivate them to rethink their approach, review video lectures, ask for help or do other exercises first.

Identifying Struggling Students

To help struggling students we first need a method for identifying them. The most obvious metrics for that are number of program executions and working times. As the working times correlate strongly (Pearson coefficient of 0.9) with the amount of code executions and probably better reflect frustration levels, we decided on using working times. We defined the 75th percentile of students to be regarded as considerable slower than their peers, therefore being potentially struggling or stuck and issued interventions on them. This decision was backed by an analysis of the working times of already existing exercises from a prior course.

In Figure 1 we see students’ working times on a rather complicated exercise from the latest Java course with outliers removed. The distribution is skewed to the left, meaning that most students finish the exercises quicker than the average duration (dotted vertical line), most likely without encountering any problems. The 75th percentile (solid vertical line) of working time was chosen as a cutoff to keep a relatively large treatment group in order to gather data, with the accepted risk of an increased ratio of false positives, interrupting students who are not yet struggling. Other potential cutoff metrics which we considered but discarded were fixed times, averages, and lower percentiles (like the median). Fixed times do not qualify as a suited cutoff metric, as the exercises are of different difficulty and complexity, thus the time needed to solve them varies and can hardly be predicted beforehand. Taking the average as a metric would classify too many students as struggling students and further has the problem that outliers have too significant impact and need to be removed. The median (50th percentile) is not suited because we only want to indicate students who are significantly slower in solving the exercises. Other metrics, such as taking a closer look on the code structure or detecting patterns on submissions, for example bursts on trying to run erroneous code as an indicator for frustration propose worthwhile future work. This approach is thus not perfect, but allowed us to address the following problems:

1. If exercises are short, we might bother students even though they are not struggling (false positives).
2. If only few students have worked on the exercise, data is still unreliable (cold start problem).
3. If students review lecture videos while they work on an exercise, they should not receive interventions.
4. If a student closes the exercise and comes back at a later point in time, when do we issue the intervention?
5. How to keep annoyance of interventions low and still cause an effect and gather data?

To solve problems 1 and 2, we set a minimum time limit of 10 minutes. If the 75th percentile lies below 10 minutes, we trigger the intervention at the 10 minute mark to let them solve their problems on their own first.

With regards to problem 3, we just count working time while students are actively working on the exercise to prevent unnecessary or away from keyboard interventions. We stop the timer if the exercise view lost focus and continue if the student comes back to the exercise.

When students close the exercise and come back later, they need some time to understand the task and their previous code. We set a daily limit of interventions to three interventions per day and student and an additional limit of two interventions per student and exercise. This ensures that we intervene often enough to gather data and do not annoy the
students too much. Whether or not a student is actually struggling can not be detected automatically and will be covered by a survey. The results shown in Section 5 suggest that this rather simplistic approach appears to have been reasonably effective for our experiments.

RFC Interventions
Requests for Comments (RFCs) are a useful feature for students to get help from other students who already solved the exercises. A copy of the current status of an exercise is published internally, that enables other students to comment directly on specific lines of the code. It allows struggling students to reach out to their peers directly, which is more convenient than copying the code to the discussion forum. Unfortunately we have seen little use of this feature in previous courses. Although the feature was deemed helpful by the students using it, they seemed to need a little push to actually reach out for help, reinforcing the findings of Aleven and Koedinger [2]. We do this by directly showing them the Request for Comments dialog. While encouraged by us, writing an RFC stays optional: the dialog is closable and might be reopened later, allowing the student to complete the present thought first.

Break Interventions
Break interventions encourage students to take a break and come back to the exercise with new ideas. The break interventions are also issued when we assume that the student is struggling with the exercise. Similarly, we show them a closable dialog, but here only presenting a text to remind them to do a break. Doing a break and giving the brain some rest can be beneficial to overcome side effects of concentrated working: fatigue and distraction, which results in errors and eventual frustration. Neuroscience researcher recommend taking a short break after periods of concentrated work [3]. Besides taking a break, we assume that struggling students also regard the break intervention as a motivation to review the course material.

Bonus Exercises
From previous courses we learned that many students want additional exercises for practicing. As some of our students told us that they had to leave the course because of time constraints, we cannot simply increase the amount of exercises for all students. Therefore we decided to add optional exercises to the course. Since we know how well a student performs in the course, we are able to recommend bonus exercises tailored to the strengths and weaknesses of the individual student accessing them.

Adding bonus exercises as optional material has the benefit that students who want more exercises get more training and those who already spend enough time with the course are not penalized in terms of grading.

Learning material and exercises in MOOCs are often incrementally designed, which means that materials of ongoing weeks assume that students understood everything from the previous weeks. The problem might be that the student did not understand the exercise description. Thus, a differently designed exercise or repetition of the content might help them to understand the concept better.

We posed a set of requirements for these exercises, of which the most important are: the bonus exercises should be optional, meaning that students are not obligated to solve them and do not miss any graded points if they skip them. They should be solvable for the student, meaning they should only cover topics already encountered. They should be tailored, meaning they should deal with the concept the student had the greatest problem with. They should be focused on the current course progress, so each course week will get its own pool of bonus exercises. They should be non-repetitive, meaning that contrary to Michlík et al. [20], we do not want to present an exercise to a student he already encountered another time, as we believe that the learning effect is low because students would either skip the exercise or copy the solution from the previous attempt. And lastly, they should be uncapped, meaning that a student can request as many exercises as wanted.

Typically recommender systems present a list of most relevant items, i.e. exercises in our case. We provide bonus exercises on a weekly basis. This means that each week has its own pool of potential bonus exercises in order to not confuse students with older material of previous weeks and to target specific deficits of the current week. To find the most relevant bonus exercise, a content-based recommender system is used in favor of a collaboration based approach (see Section 2).

As a prerequisite, we need to identify how well a student understood a topic. For this we manually annotated all exercises with the topics they cover and a difficulty level. Having information about the student and his exercise submissions, we can create a vector-based profile, which is the basis of content-based filtering.

Domain Model
As a first step for our content-based approach, a domain model has to be defined. It is important to note, that domain-models have to be created for each course independently. For example Java’s class hierarchy is different from the one used in Python. To create the domain model, course instructors have to provide the topics students will learn in the course and annotate them to the exercises with which these topics are practiced. In Figure 2 we see that each exercise has one or more topics associated. We recommend not to use too many topics, i.e. less than three, and focus on the most important topics. Weights are used to describe the importance of the topic in the exercise. Exercises are also annotated with their difficulty level. Also we suggest to keep the topics as broad as possible and on the same abstraction level. In order to better represent exercises have a main topic but also cover other topics, associations (tags) may be weighted. Michlík et al. [20] recommend to connect topics among themselves with directed relationships. To keep the additional effort for the teaching team small and not to integrate too many variables into our first experiment, we purposely chose to leave this task for future research.

Knowledge Model
As a basis for recommendations, we create a profile in the form of a vector-space model for each student that reflects how well a student understood the topics taught in the course with a value between 0 (not understood) to 1 (fully understood).
Similar to the model used in ALEF (Adaptive LEarning Framework) [27, 20], we are dealing with programming exercises. However, we do not rely on self evaluation, but leverage our data on automated grading and testing. We assume that understanding of a concept and being able to apply it in exercises are correlated, therefore the understanding is directly correlated to the exercise performance.

Our knowledge model should reflect the following criteria:

1. Students, who needed longer with exercises than their peers, understood the concepts behind the exercise not as well as their peers.

2. Not reaching full points means that a student had problems with the exercise. However, students, who got full points but needed very long to solve the exercise were able to show their ability to use the concept in the end. Therefore, the knowledge level of topics solved 100% correctly should always be higher compared to fast but incompletely solved topics.

3. Difficult exercises need deeper understanding of the topics. Consequently, difficult exercises have a higher potential learning effect and should be weighted stronger in the model.

4. The results, in this case the exercise proposals, should be comprehensible.

We developed a knowledge score function (see Equation 1 and Table 1). We calculate the knowledge score \( \Theta(s, t) \) for each student \( s \) and each topic \( t \) of the course:

\[
\Theta(s, t) = \frac{\sum_{e \in E_s} \sigma(s, e) \cdot \delta(e) \cdot \rho(t, e) \cdot \varphi(e, \delta_e)}{\sum_{e \in E_s} \delta(e) \cdot \rho(t, e) \cdot \varphi(e, \delta_e)}
\]  

**Table 1. Overview of Variables in Knowledge Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( s \in S )</th>
<th>Student ( s ) in ( S = {1, \ldots, S} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t \in T )</td>
<td>Topic ( t ) in ( T = {1, \ldots, T} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e \in E )</td>
<td>Exercise ( e ) in ( E = {1, \ldots, E} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_e \subseteq E )</td>
<td>User accessed exercise ( e \in \delta_e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau(e, \delta_e) )</td>
<td>Returns position of ( e ) in ( \delta_e )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoring Function** The scoring function \( \sigma(s, e) \) (see Table 2) calculates how well we think the student \( s \) solved the exercise \( e \in \delta_s \), based on the score and the working time of the student. We take the test score the student reached in the exercise (row) and compare the student’s working time to the working time of his peers (column). The achieved test scores and working times are rounded down to the next lower (if possible) block, e.g. if a student reaches 95% of the possible points, we round down to 80%. If a student reaches full test score (100% of points), he will never get a score below 0.7 regardless of his working time. We give a lower score (0.6 or less) if a student did not finish the exercise for 100% to strongly separate the scores of solved exercises from unfinished ones.

**Weighting** We rank the scores \( \sigma(s, e) \) based on the share of the topic \( t \) on the exercise \( e \) with \( \rho(t, e) \) and on the difficulty of the exercise with \( \delta(e) \).

**Diminishing** Recent exercises better reflect the actual knowledge status of a student. Initial misunderstandings might have been clarified in the progress of the course exercises. In order to accommodate for this, we add the diminishing function (2):

\[
\varphi(e, \delta_s) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-0.5 \cdot |i - 0.5|}}
\]  

\( \varphi(e, \delta_s) \) is an adapted sigmoid function that ranks exercises based on the order \( t(e, \delta_s) \) in which they have been solved. Since we have different amounts of exercises for different topics, we adapt to the amount of exercises \( |\delta_s| \).

**Averaging and Normalizing** To compute the final score, we calculate the average of all factors and normalize it between 0 and 1.

**Recommendation Algorithm**

Our recommendation algorithm first ensures that students are capable of solving the presented bonus exercise so they will not be overburdened right away. From the pool of potential bonus exercises, we remove all exercises that are either too difficult for the student (difficulty appropriateness) or contain topics the student has not used yet (concept appropriateness). The potential benefit for each bonus exercise is assessed by re-calculating all affected topic scores under the assumption, that the student fully solves the bonus exercise in optimal time. The sum of the resulting deltas of the topic scores is the potential benefit which we use to rank the bonus exercises and recommend them to the students.

For recommendation we serve only the highest ranked exercise to the students instead of providing them the ranked list. Many students want to solve all offered exercises with 100% score,
providing them with a list of exercises thus may have negative effects. Also since we want to support students with exercises dealing with their biggest weakness, giving them a list of exercises may not fulfill this requirement as they may chose the exercises they found the easiest. If the list of ranked exercises remains empty, which happens if the student did not attempt any exercise yet or all potential exercises are too difficult for him at this point, we return the easiest exercise of the pool. Since the knowledge model is updated for each exercise the students attempt, the system can be asked to recommend more exercises if required.

METHOD
We conducted A/B tests for the just-in-time interventions and the bonus exercise intervention in a live programming MOOC with randomly assigned students. For our experiment, we developed 15 distinct bonus exercises and additional 4 dummy exercises. Each of the four course weeks had a pool of 4 to 5 bonus exercises of average difficulty and one, much easier, dummy exercise assigned. Additionally, we conducted two surveys, one at course start to assess a self-stated skill level together with some theoretical questions about OOP, and one at course end to learn about the perceived effects of our interventions.

The course-end survey contained questions on students’ focus (I ... solely concentrated on exercises / did something in parallel (emails, chats) / sometimes concentrated, sometimes not), on students’ impressions on intervention timing (The interventions appeared... much too early / when I was stuck / after I solved the exercise / never), intervention helpfulness (The interventions... helped me / bugged me / did not bother me / never appeared) and satisfaction with the bonus exercises (The practical bonus exercises were... helpful and fitted my weaknesses / were good but not helpful / were too difficult / superfluous and I did not solve them).

Participants
5,839 students accessed at least one practical exercise, 1,663 (28.5%) of them finished the course. The course-start survey was answered by 6,486 students, the course-end survey was completed by 1,257 students. 20.2% of the students stated in the course-start survey that they never programmed before taking our course, 32% stated to have already rather good knowledge in programming, the remaining 47.8% students had some general knowledge. However, in the ungraded multiple choice test, 50% to 80% of the given answers were wrong.

Measures
We measure the dropout rates, average scores and average working times of the students within the experiment and control groups. For our concept of interventions we need to measure how long students need to solve an exercise. Our coding platform saves events when students run their code (run), run the unit tests (assess), or submit their achieved score to the MOOC platform (submit). From these timespans, we can calculate the working time by summing up the timespans in between. Students however might also need several attempts in different sessions, or take breaks during their work. Since additional auto-saves are done automatically after code changes, we can further cleanse the working time calculation by removing longer periods without changes, which we classify to be breaks. Timespans longer than five minutes are discarded for the calculation, we expect the student having logged off in between, left the computer, browsing the web or other long term activities. We argue that a focus loss of less than five minutes is still within the working time of the exercise, because a student may think about a problem without changing code. Another important factor to exclude is that some students continue working on finished exercises to improve the style or try out different implementations.

Summarized, for the calculation of the working time we aggregate all time gaps of events which are less than five minutes and, if applicable, until the student first reached max score.

Procedures
To assess prior knowledge, we collected self-stated skill levels and conducted a short, ungraded multiple choice test about OOP and programming concepts.

To test the just-in-time interventions, we split the students into three disjunct groups: The control group (no interventions, 20%), and two experimental groups (break, 20% and RFC interventions, 60%). We have chosen to make the RFC group larger to generate more user data and more RFCs. When measuring the effects of just-in-time interventions, we assume that RFCs sent within less than 10 minutes after the intervention was issued were affected by it.

To test the bonus exercise intervention, we split the same students into three additional groups: The control group (dummy exercises, 20%) who received a bonus exercise which was mainly a copy of the first exercise of each week. This was necessary in order to prevent confusion in the forums why some students received bonus exercises and some did not. The first experimental group (random exercises, 20%) received random bonus exercises from our pool of bonus exercises. This gives a baseline on how well our recommendation algorithm works. The second experimental group (tailored exercises, 60%) received tailored bonus exercises from our pool of bonus exercises. In contrast to the random group, they are based on the knowledge model of the student. The tailored bonus exercise group is again larger in order to generate more data.

We further surveyed the students at the end of the course on their perception of helpfulness and timing of the interventions as well as their focus on the exercises.

Implementation of Interventions
As described before, we issue interventions after a calculated amount of time at which we assume that students struggle. In order to keep the user interface as responsive as possible, we retrieve the needed information, the 75th percentile amount of time at which we assume that students struggle. In order to keep the user interface as responsive as possible, we retrieve the needed information, the 75th percentile amount of time at which we assume that students struggle. In order to keep the user interface as responsive as possible, we retrieve the needed information, the 75th percentile amount of time at which we assume that students struggle. In order to keep the user interface as responsive as possible, we retrieve the needed information, the 75th percentile amount of time at which we assume that students struggle. In order to keep the user interface as responsive as possible, we retrieve the needed information, the 75th percentile amount of time at which we assume that students struggle.
if the student is distracted to check emails or to perform other actions. No interventions are shown after the student solved the exercise completely.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

The average scores of the 65 course exercises range between 95% and 99%. This reflects the high diligence of the students to finish the exercises with full score. As shown in Figure 3, most of the students (75%, indicated by the upper end of the boxes) had no problems solving the exercises (exemplary taken from week 2) in less than 15 minutes. The slower working time distributions are skewed to the right (long whiskers on top), which we want to reduce with the help of just-in-time interventions.

Just-in-Time Interventions

During the experiment we sent 8,205 break interventions and 25,426 RFC interventions to the students. 79% of all answered RFCs helped students to achieve full score, on the other 21% the student either did not come back to the exercise or solved the problem before an answer was posted. Table 3 shows course dropout rates and scores in each experimental condition. As the first of four key findings on the just-in-time interventions, it is apparent that they had no significant effects on dropout rates or scores in the course (all $p > 0.69$).

Metrics for the just-in-time interventions are shown in Table 4. In the control condition, 24% (172/720) RFCs were sent in the time frame where an intervention would have appeared. The break intervention had no effect on RFC timings, with 24% (229/944) RFCs sent shortly after a break message. However, in the RFC encouragement condition, 31% (1065/3448) RFCs were sent following the intervention. Thus, as a second finding, the RFC intervention significantly increased the rate of RFCs by 7 percentage points relative to the control condition (Chi-squared test $\chi^2 = 25.32, p < 0.001$). Taking into account students’ self-reported skill levels, we further find that the effects of just-in-time interventions vary significantly across different skill groups, as can be seen in Figure 4. The RFC and break interventions raised RFCs among less skilled students (‘beginner’ to ‘good’), while the effects were mixed among highly skilled students.

The required working time to solve the exercise after a student received feedback is visualized in Figure 5. Half the students finished their exercise within 5.2 minutes additional working time after they got a reply to their RFC. The data is further highly skewed to the left, which means that most students finish rather quickly, 25% of the students could even resolve their problem in less than 2 minutes.

![Figure 3. Working times of students (2nd week). Circles mark averages, black bars mark medians.](image)

![Table 3. Course Key Metrics. Percentages are averages.](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Started</th>
<th>Finished</th>
<th>Dropout rate</th>
<th>Score all students</th>
<th>Score finisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No interventions</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>30.6%</td>
<td>94% (±10%)</td>
<td>94% (±10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break interventions</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
<td>44% (±34%)</td>
<td>93% (±12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC interventions</td>
<td>3518</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>45% (±34%)</td>
<td>93% (±14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. RFCs per Student and Skill Level](image)

Table 4. RFCs and Break metrics after interventions. Percentages are averages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Intervention</th>
<th>RFCs/student</th>
<th>RFCs after intervention</th>
<th>Time to RFC</th>
<th>Break duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No interventions (baseline)</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24.1 (min)</td>
<td>14.46 (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break interventions</td>
<td>0.8 (±33%)</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>28.1 (±10%)</td>
<td>18.07 (±25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC interventions</td>
<td>1.0 (±66%)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>30.4 (±5%)</td>
<td>17.50 (±21%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5. Density Plot: working time students need to reach full score after receiving an RFC reply. Each section represents 25% of students.](image)

According to the course-end survey most interventions were not perceived as very helpful to the students, as a large share (47%) answered they simply ignored them or felt bugged by them (30%). Considering the timing, 19% answered that the timing was on spot, 53% perceived interventions as too early, 7% as too late or after solving the exercise, and stated to have never seen a just-in-time intervention. With regards to focus, most students stated that they worked concentrated on the exercises (70%), 23% were sometimes distracted, only 7% were often distracted.
**Bonus Exercises**

Results show five key findings with regards to bonus exercises. First, students interacted with the optional bonus exercises at a similar rate as with the standard exercises with regard to the starting rate (Welch Two Sample t-test $t = 1.8, p = 0.13$), completion rate ($t = -0.06, p = 0.96$) and working time ($t = 0.98, p = 0.33$). Second, when analyzing the differences in weaknesses specific to skill groups, certain topics seem to be harder than others for students stating low skill levels. With increasing skill levels, the distribution of weaknesses becomes more balanced (Figure 6 shows that exemplary for course week 1). Third, when comparing the working times of the untailored random group and the tailored group on longer bonus exercises, the tailored group needed 10.6 minutes on average, while the untailored group needed 11.7 minutes (10% increase, we conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, $p = 0.39$, no statistical significance). Fourth, student perceptions did not vary significantly based on whether the bonus exercises were tailored or untailored ($\chi^2 = 0.74, p = 0.86$), however numbers differed for the control group with dummy exercises (all $\chi^2 > 22$, all $p < 0.001$). Fifth, going into detail, the bonus exercises were mostly received as helpful and fitting the specific weaknesses (59%, result for control (dummy group): 39%). About 31% (control 51%) perceived the bonus exercises as good but not specifically helpful, 4% (control 3%) as too difficult, and 5% (control 7%) as superfluous in general. The number of bonus exercises, one per week, was regarded as just right by the majority of students, about 21% wanted more, less than 8% fewer exercises.

![Figure 6. Students Weakest Topic of Week 1 by Skill Level.](image)

**DISCUSSION**

To evaluate our two concepts to support students in MOOCs, just-in-time interventions and recommended bonus exercises, we conducted A/B tests on a live course with 5,839 active students. In this study, we found that just-in-time interventions have an effect on student behaviour (RQ1); the interventions had no measurable effect on course scores or dropout rates (RQ2); and students valuate bonus exercises (RQ3).

**Just-in-Time Interventions**

Despite students stating in the survey on the helpfulness of RFCs and suggestions of their peers, there is no significant effect to scores or dropout rates (see Table 3). A possible explanation could be that the proportion of students, who struggled and profited from the interventions, is too low within the group to significantly change the overall number. Additionally, with the average reached scores of the exercises ranging between 95% and 99%, we likely encounter a ceiling effect, limiting the effective room for improvement. It might be worthwhile to repeat the experiment with a smaller share of students exposed to the interventions, for example only approaching the slowest 10%, to reduce false positives and probably streamline our actually affected user group.

For all results from our survey, we need to consider that the survey was conducted at course end, therefore mainly targeting students who had fewer problems with the exercises and therefore did not benefit as much as weaker students from the interventions. The relatively high share of answers that students felt bugged (30%) might be caused by the fact that we had no limitation on interventions per day in the first half of the course. With regard to the timing, we hit our goal of issuing too many interventions if in doubt. A relatively large share (19%) answered that the timing was on spot, albeit an even larger share answered that it was too early (53%). These results also hint to increase the percentile after which to issue interventions and thus to affect fewer students.

The duration of breaks increases and students take action earlier, regardless of the type of the just-in-time intervention. This seems reasonable as both just-in-time interventions disrupt the student in the current task and might trigger a step back in mind. Additionally, writing an RFC takes some time and thus prolongs the duration until next runs are issued.

We further see that, despite the fact that most students reported that they were unaffected by the just-in-time interventions, the experimental groups show an increased use of RFCs of up to 66% in the RFC group (see Table 4, RFC per student). Interesting to note is, that students who received a break notification showed a 33% increase in their relative RFC amount as well. A likely explanation is that students used the reminder to take a break as a hint to reach out for help in a form of RFCs.

In general, students send fewer RFCs with increasing prior knowledge (see Figure 4). Students that already possess very good or expert knowledge did not further benefit from the just-in-time interventions. The biggest effect was noticed on the beginner group, which hit our intentions and expectations.

**Bonus Exercises**

Only 10% of our students deemed the bonus exercises unnecessary, regardless of the experiment group they were part of. Bonus exercises, even if repetitive, are therefore valued. We do not see a difference in valuation between randomly assigned and tailored bonus exercises. Even the dummy exercises were regarded as helpful, although to a smaller fraction than the purposeful exercises (39% vs. 59%). A possible explanation for this is that every exercise is considered helpful in a beginners course as it allows to train basic syntax. A rather high share of 31% answers stating that the exercises were “good but not specifically helpful” might be caused by the fact that the responders of the survey succeeded the course and therefore had or acquired some skill.

When comparing the working times of students of the random group and students of the tailored group on the same bonus exercise, we expected the tailored students to be slower, since they have to work on their weaknesses. The opposite turned
out to be true. Probably, the cause of marking the topic as their weakness, a longer struggle and more tinkering, resulted in a better and deeper understanding for them. However, since we could not conclude statistical significance we propose to further investigate on that finding.

The analysis of weaknesses per skill level reassures us that the algorithm in general is working as intended. Exemplary, within the first week, the biggest issue seems to have been Classes and Objects, further hinting that either the exercises on that topic were too difficult or the explanations could be improved. This finding is also backed by exercise metrics, having the lowest average score of that week and the highest number of RFCs. The insights gained from the analysis thus can further be used to detect points for improvement and shortcomings in the learning material.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The results of our experiments have to be validated and are inherently limited by our experiment setup. In order to improve general conclusions, we have to identify and mitigate the influence of the instructor set variables, such as the chosen percentile to intervene on, topic weightings and difficulty ratings. For the just-in-time interventions, especially the selection of the intervention group, which relies on detecting struggling students, is likely to contain further potential. Our current approach depending on percentiles can not separate actually struggling students from ones just taking it slow.

In order to improve that and further individualize the feedback, we could analyze common programming errors and create interventions or hints specifically to these errors. If students often run into the same error, we could try to help them with interventions tailored to the type of error they get, for example by pointing to a specific video. There is lots of research in the field of code analysis which would help us to identify struggling students and provide them with meaningful feedback [9]. Students who show many typing errors (typos) might need to recap syntax and we could automatically display cheat sheets to them. One could also detect if students often run the same code with little to no change (bursts) and intervene them in order to prevent them from building up frustration.

Many students replied that interventions appeared too early, therefore we plan to make interventions smarter by recognizing progress. We will further try to predict when students usually do RFCs based on metrics such as errors or size of code changes to improve intervention timing.

The impact of the bonus exercises depends on the matching of suitable exercises to the students. Most students found the exercises to match their weaknesses, independent of whether they received random or a tailored bonus exercises, probably caused by too few exercises available. To validate the efficacy of our algorithm, we will increase the pool of bonus exercises which currently limits expressiveness of our findings.

High performing students were asking for more challenging bonus exercises. We plan to extend our recommendation algorithm to detect high performing students and provide them with more challenging bonus exercises than struggling ones. As discussed in [25], student performance classification is a tough research topic itself because there are very many variables to consider and assessments before the course starts are impractical. We argue that we can use our knowledge model as a first step towards this topic. We consider to incorporate typing patterns and writing speed of students into our knowledge model to determine their skill as discussed by Leinonen et al. [19]. To further improve recommendation accuracy of exercises we will gather user feedback and working times to calibrate the item difficulty while the course is running.

CONCLUSION
We developed two concepts to support students in MOOCs and to improve their learning success: an automatic intervention system and a recommendation system for tailored bonus exercises. For evaluation we conducted A/B tests on a live course with 5,839 active students. We intervened students who were working on an exercise longer than 75% of their peers.

While we were not able to reduce the dropout rates of students, we were able to show that interventions increased the amount of Requests For Comments (RFCs) by up to 66% per student. Students who received break interventions also showed an increased usage of RFCs even though we did not explicitly recommend it to them. We could also show that students in the experimental groups reached out for help earlier than students in the control group. Together with the surveys, which reassured us the helpfulness of RFCs for the students, we conclude that RFCs provide a benefit for students. With RFCs most students were able to resolve their individual problems in less than five minutes. Therefore, by increasing the amount of RFCs with interventions, we likely improved their learning experience. We could show that interventions further caused students to do 25% longer breaks on average which are likely to be beneficial for their learning process. We further plan to improve intervention design and timings, as some students experienced the interventions as too disruptive or ignored them. In addition to the intervention system, we also presented a content-based recommendation system which recommends bonus exercises to students at any given time.

In contradiction to our initial assumption, we were able to show a tendency that students perform better in their recommended exercises than those who got the same exercises by chance. Perhaps students that spent more time with certain topics, even if they struggled, actually learned more than those who quickly went through without any problems. With interventions and tailored bonus exercises we created two approaches to improve MOOCs by leveraging individualized learning. This work thus offers another step towards personalized MOOCs by helping students to overcome individual content related problems.
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